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Escape the Room: The Cursed Dollhouse
The Cursed Dollhouse
 
Ever since his daughter went missing, old Mr. Garrity has 
become a recluse. You only see him walking to and from 
his shed. He stays out there more and more, and lately 
you've noticed strange lights coming from the shed at odd 
hours.

Recently, other local children have gone missing. Mr. 
Garrity must have something to do with it, and one night 
you decide to break in to his shed. On a bench in the 
middle of the shed is a dollhouse glowing eerily. It calls to 
you, and ignoring your instincts, you move toward it...
 
In Escape the Room: The Cursed Dollhouse, players explore 
a mysterious three-dimensional dollhouse, solving puzzles 
in search of a way to escape. Five rooms, each containing 
objects to investigate and multiple puzzles to solve, will 
keep even the most skilled escape room players engaged 
through two hours of play.

Highlights:
•  Being released in the USA as an Amazon exclusive, The most 

challenging and scary escape the room board game to date

Product Contents:
Full-sized 3D Dollhouse with over four rooms to explore, 5 pieces of 
3D furniture including tables and beds, Over 20 puzzle pieces, clues, 
and doll house components, 5 Doll character puzzles, Story and 
Instruction booklet, Solution Wheel, Reset instructions (including 
online hint system)

Age: 13 to Adult
MSRP: $41.99
Number of Players: 1-4 Players
Availability: Fall 2020
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